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Introduction
Welcome to EmbroideryWare! This program is designed to bring Embroidery 
Digitizing to your level.  EmbroideryWare is inspired by the digitizers of the past 
who put their know how into their embroidery design instead of a computer doing 
all the work.  I think you will find that your design will ultimately be better if you 
take the same approach.

Don't mistake EmbroideryWare for a lightweight program it can do pretty much 
anything you can dream of.  It does all the standard things the big boys do, 
running stitches, satins, fills, cutwork, applique, lettering etc.  but it also gives you
greater control over these items.

This manual will give you the information you need to successfully use 
EmbroideryWare.

Happy stitching!

Jim
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Installing EmbroideryWare
EmbroideryWare runs on window 7, 8 and 10.  If you are running windows 7 you 
might need to install dot net 4.5 from Microsoft.

Download the trial or purchased version of the program from the store on 
EmboirderyWareSoftware.com. The program is distributed in zip file form which 
must be extracted to a folder on your computer. Newer versions of windows can 
open zip files directly. If you don’t have a newer version of windows you can 
download a free program online called Peazip to unzip the file.

Once you unzipped the files you will have a folder with examples files and the 
program itself. To install the program double click the setup.exe file. 

You will be presented with a end user license agreement, which you will have to 
agree to. 

After you click “I agree” the following screen will display. Click “Next”.
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The following screen will display.  Click “Next”.

The following screen will display. Click “Next”.
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Your computer will scan the program and present a dialog to agree to the install. 
Agree to the install and the program will install. After it is finished you will find two
shortcuts one in your Start menu and one on your desktop. 
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Start the program double by double clicking the shortcut. EmbroideryWare will 
show a welcome screen that states you are using an unlicensed trial/purchased 
version. 

If you obtained the trial or purchase version through the store a license key will 
automatically be sent to you. If you download the trial from a third party website 
you will need to request a trial license by clicking the button “Request Trial 
License”. 

The button will take you to EmbroideryWareSofware.com. where you will be able 
to fill out a request form. The key should arrive via email in about 1 to 2 business 
days. The key enables DST output.

In the mean time you can just click the “OK” button after you’ve requested the 
license and start using EmbroideryWare. It’s will to take you a while to familiarize 
yourself with the program and by that time practiced a little you will have the key.
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Once you get the key you will enter it by pressing the “Enter License Key” button.
It will take to a screen where you can enter the key information from your email. 
The easiest way to enter the key is by copying the entire text from your email and
pressing “Enter using email copy”. After entering press “Activate”.

Once that’s done, DST output will be enabled and you can start using the full 
features of the program.
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Screen layout
When you start EmbroideryWare you will be presented with the following screen. 
Select new, to create a new document, select the line tool, and draw a single line
by clicking two points.  When finished click the right mouse button and hit “OK”. 
Congratulations! You have drawn your first embroidery object.  You should have 
a screen similar to below.

 

The top right section of the screen is the thumb nail
graphic.  It shows all the graphics in the design in the
stitch order that they are in. This example only has one
graphic that is selected and not hidden.  Use the check
boxes to select and unselect.  If you have many objects
you can select all of them by clicking the column heading.

The second section is the graphic property explorer.  This
is where you will change all the parameters of the graphic.
In this case the graphic is a “Single” running stitch type
with a stitch length of 30.
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The following section will describe the buttons on the screen and what they do.

New, Open, Save

Zoom in, Current zoom value, Zoom Out

Stitch simulator it shows you how the design will stitch out.

Three dimension view will show a realistic rendering of the design.

Unselect all, inverse select, select all, unselect, select

Line, curve, line column, curved column

Text, Bitmap, Free motion Embroidery, Quick Menu

Close graphic, Point functions, Curve functions, Curve 
Modifications

Move, Move by dimension, Pan, Pan to center

Show/hide  stitch points, grip points, grid etc.

 Group, ungroup, Hoop Settings, Delete
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The following buttons are on the tablet menu. Some of items are repeated from 
other menus but are here because they are used often when drawing.

Nudge Left, Right, Up, Down.  The increments are set the “Move by 
dimension” dialog

                       

Delete last point, OK and continue (end drawing and continue with the same
type of drawing), OK (to end drawing)

Select and edit points, Select and move, Select and scale by two points, 
Select and rotate by two points.

Duplicate, Duplicate and make coarse satin, Duplicate and make single 
running stitch.

Join curves once, split curves once, split curves at new point once

Edit points, Scale by two points, Rotate by two points

Reverse points order, Swap inside outside satin lines

Right mouse button press, Key board button press which contains keys Ctrl, 
1, 2, 3, 4 (useful when using a tablet and pen)
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Set object to applique types, Placement Line, Cut Line, Tackdown and Top 
Stitches

Duplicate and make Placement Line, Cut Line, Tackdown, Duplicate and 
make applique.

Offset Curve, Add hole, Add graphic, Add emboss or motif.

Delete endpoint, Align Point XY.

Align to X origin, align to Y origin, align to center.

Quick edit box, Grid snap on/off, Snap to stitch marker, show/hide stitches, 
show/hide grid.
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Overview

Paths

EmbroideryWare designs are based on lines and curves which form paths.   After
the paths are drawn they can be turned into different “stitch types”.  In all cases 
the paths are the foundation of everything else.

Lines and Status bar

For example when the line button is clicked the status bar at the bottom of the 
screen will give instructions.  When the mouse is clicked the next instruction will 
be presented. All functions will give these step by step instructions.

In this case the first instruction is "choose line end point right click when 
finished". Choosing one point on the screen will anchor the first point of the line.  
A dotted red line to the current mouse point will show where the line will go.   
Clicking the second point will put the line down.  This can be continued as 
desired to put down more lines. When finished the right mouse button is clicked 
and OK is pressed to end the drawing operation.

After the drawing operation a stitch object will be stitched out with single running 
stitches, the default stitch type.  The green box is the stitch starting point and the 
red box is the stitch ending point.  A jump line is indicated as a dashed black line 
from zero to the start of your graphic object.
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The graphic is not selected after it’s drawn.  It can be selected by using the
select tool to activate it.

Once the graphic is selected it will be highlighted in red and it will have some grip
points indicated on each end.  

Important: The graphic must be selected to do any modifications to it.

Property Explorer

On the right of the screen is the property explorer which will show the properties 
of this particular line.   The property explorer is grouped in sections pertaining to 
the particular embroidery object selected.

The property explorer is used to change the line in to different kinds of 
embroidery stitches.

The example above is a single running stitch type with a stitch length of 30 tenths
of a millimeter.  The little tick marks are the needle penetrations for each of the 
stitches.

Changing the length parameter in the property browser will change the stitch 
length.

The NumberOfStiches value indicates the stitch the number for the object.  At the
bottom of the screen the total stitches for the entire design is indicated.  In this 
case it is 17.
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Modifications

Many functions are available to modify, delete, move, rotate and scale the object.
The functions only work on an object that is selected.  When the object is 
selected it turns red.

The object can also be copied and pasted using the edit menu. There are several
paste options available.  The one that is used most often is “Paste at the same 
location”.

Toolbar help

Hovering over the tool bars will activate pop-up help which will tell you what that 
function is.  

Curves 

Curves are drawn just like lines but instead of two points they have four, two 
endpoints and two control points.  

When you the curve function is selected the instructions will instruct you to lay 
down an endpoint, this will be followed by two instructions to lay down control 
points and the final instruction will be to lay down an endpoint.  This set of 
operations is repeated for any number of curves you want to draw.  When the 
curve is selected the endpoints will be little squares and the control points circles.

Both lines and curves can be in the same object by selecting the line or curve 
button while drawing.  

Important: Make sure you have completed the steps before switching type.  i.e. 
a line has two points and a curve has four.
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Overview Example

In the following example a rounded corner is drawn. Click the line tool and lay 
down two endpoints, then click curve.  The drawing is now switch to curve move. 
There is already an endpoint from the previous line so the next three points 
would be two control points and an endpoint.  Continue this process until you 
have the shape of the object you want. When you are finished hit the right mouse
button and “OK”.

Select the graphic you have just drawn.  You will see that it will be composed of 
lines and curves.  The curves will have control points that control the curvature of
the curve.

Since it is now selected we can start to modify it.  Let’s modify the points first.  
Choose “edit points” from the “points functions” menu.

Hover over the point to modify and when it turns red click it to activate it, move 
the mouse to where you want to place the point.  Click again to place the point.  
Remember the instructions in the status bar will tell you what to do for each step.

Endpoints and Control Points

The endpoints move the ends of the line/curves and the control points shape the 
curves. The endpoints also control where the stitches stop and start for satin 
embroidery types.  These will be discuss later in this manual.
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Keyboard shortcuts
The following is a list of the keyboard shortcuts available in EmbroideryWare.  
The shortcuts will also be listed on the menus and popup help.

A Select mode
Shift A Unselect mode
Ctrl + A Select all
Ctrl + Shift + A Unselect all

C Curve mode
Shift + C Curved column mode
Ctrl + C Copy selected graphics
Insert + C Add curves before mode
End + C Add curves after mode

D If drawing deletes last point, if not drawing switches to delete line mode

Delete Deletes selected graphics

E Edit points mode

Enter Finishes graphic
Shift + Enter Finishes graphic and starts another of the same type

Escape Ends current mode and goes into select mode

Ctrl + F1 Help videos on Youtube

G Align curves to grid mode

H Points horizontal mode

J Join curves mode
Shift + J Split curves mode

L Line mode
Shift + L Line column mode
Insert + L Add line before mode
End + L Add line after mode

M Move mode

Ctrl + N New file

O Reverse point order mode
Ctrl + O Open file
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P Pan mode
Ctrl + P Print

R Rotate using two points mode

S Scale using two points mode
Ctrl + S Save
Shift + S Toggle snap

Space Toggle between line, curves, curves through points or line columns, curved 
curve columns, curves through points columns mode

X Align points X mode
Shift + X Align curves X mode

U Align points XY mode
Shift + U Align curves XY mode

V Make points vertical mode
Ctrl + V Paste at same location

W Mirror point in X mode
Shift + W Mirror point in Y mode

Ctrl + X Cut

Y Align points Y mode
Shift Y Align curve Y mode
Ctrl + Y Redo

Ctrl + Z Undo

Ctrl + V Paste at the same location
Alt + V Duplicate
Ctrl + Shift + V Paste at mouse click

Down arrow Nudge selected objects down
Up arrow Nudge selected object up
Right arrow Nudge selected object right
Left arrow Nudge selected object Left

Plus Zoom in
Minus Zoom out

Ctrl held down Snaps horizontal, vertical and to previously drawn points.
Esc Ends the current operation and goes into select mode.
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Commands
This section will go over all the commands that are available in EmbroideryWare.

Stitch Simulator

The stitch simulator is used to see how your stitch out will look and stitch out.  It 
has several controls.  It has a stop, play and pause button to stop, start and 
pause the simulation.

The start slider determines where the simulation will start and the end slider 
determines where the simulation will end.

The speed slider controls how fast the simulation runs.  It can be adjusted while 
the simulation is running.

When the 3D rendering mode is set the simulation will realistically  stitch out the 
design.

3D Rendering Mode
When the 3D Rendering mode button is pressed the design will be displayed in a
realistic stitchout. 
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Unselect all, Inverse Select ,Select All, Unselect, 
Select

Unselect all will unselect all the graphics.  Inverse Select will toggle between 
selected and unselected objects. Select all will select all the graphics.

Unselect enables you to select which graphics to set to unselected

Select enables you to select which graphics to set to selected.

Note:  Graphics can be selected in the property browser also by clicking the 
checkbox or toggling between select all and unselect all by clicking the title 
“select” at the top of the select column.

Line

The line tool will be used to create line graphic paths.  Two points create a line.

Curve

The curve tool will be used to create curve graphic paths.  Four points create a 
Curve, two endpoints and two control points.

Line column

The line column tool will be used to create line column satin stitches.  Four points
are used to create a line column.  Two end points are used for both the inside 
and outside satin edges.  

Curve column

The curve column tool will be used to create curved column satin stitches.  Eight 
points are used to create a curved column.  Two end points and two control 
points are used for both the inside and outside satin edge.
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Insert Text

The text tool is used to create multiple line graphics that outline the shape of true 
type letters from your computer.  It just draws the outline.  It has options to turn 
the outline into a fill, running stitches or satin outlines.  When selected the 
following dialog will be displayed.

Scale – Will size the text

Resolution – Will determine how fine the lines are drawn that represent the text.  
Lower numbers are smoother with more lines, higher numbers are coarser with 
less lines.

Increment colors – will increment the color for each letter element (i.e. A has two 
elements the outside and the inside hole.

Group letters – will put all letters in one group.

AsDrawnTriple, Satin and Fill are the stitch types that are set when the line 
graphic is drawn.  Normally a line graphic is a defaulted to a single type.

Font – will present a windows font dialog to select the font, font style, etc.
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Insert Image

The Insert image tool is used to insert an image in your design that can be used 
as a guide to digitize.  Bmp, png and jpeg files can be inserted.

Freemotion Embroidery 

The freemotion embroidery tool has four functions.

By Length – Stitches are put down at a set stitch length as you draw.

By Stitches per minute - Stitches are put down at a set time interval as you draw.

Zig zag Stitches per minute fixed length – Zig zag stitches are put down at a set 
time interval at a fixed width.  The direction of the zig zag is set during the first 
two clicks of the mouse.

Zig zay Stitches per minute variable length - Zig zag stitches are put down at a 
set time interval at a variable width.  The direction of the zig zag is set during the 
first two clicks of the mouse.

Quick menu

The quick menu is a menu of commands to get task done quickly.  Currently 
there are eight tasks in the quick menu these are:

Running Stitches – The graphic will be set to running stitches

Auto Satin – The graphic will be set to an automatic satin, the edges are 
automatically determined by the satin width.

Manual Satin – The graphic will be set to a manual satin.  The edges can be 
modified.

Fill Underlay – Fill Underlay stitches will be added to your graphic shape at 135 
degrees.

Fill TopStitches – Fill TopStitches will be added to your graphic shape as 45 
degrees.

Lettering – A dialog will be presented where you can select the lettering file used 
and enter text.

Stitch Pattern – A dialog will be presented where you can select the stitch pattern
file used.

Motif Fill – A dialog will be presented where you can select the stitch pattern file 
used for the motif fill as well as spacing, angle etc.
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Close Unclose graphic

Close unclose graphic will close the ends of a satin.  If the graphic is set to 
unclose the ends of the satin will be square.  If it is set to close it will try to find 
the intersection of the ends and complete the satin.

Commands – Point function menu

Edit points

The edit points tool is the most used tool.  It is used to move points around.

Align points in the X

The align point in the x tool will align one point to another in the x direction.

Align points in the Y

The align point in the y tool will align one point to another in the y direction.

Align points in the XY

The align point in the xy tool will align one point to another in the  x and y 
direction.

Align points to the grid

The align points to the grid tool will align one point to the grid.

Mirror points in the X

The Mirror points in the X will align one point to the mirror image of another point 
in the X.  Three points are selected for this operation: the point to move, the 
center point and the point mirrored from.

Mirror points in the Y

The Mirror points in the Y will align one point to the mirror image of another point 
in the Y.  Three points are selected for this operation: the point to move, the 
center point and the point mirrored from.

Space selected points equally
The space selected points equally function will space the selected points equally 
in one of three ways, horizontal, vertical or both.
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Space selected points equally

The space all points equally function will space all the points equally in one 
of three ways, horizontal, vertical or both.

Reverse point order
The reverse point order function will reverse all the points in the graphic.  It 
changes the direction of the stitch out.

Move Start Stop to new Endpoint
The Move Start Stop to new Endpoint function will first join the original start and 
stop points together and then make the clicked endpoint the new start stop point.

Make points horizontal

The make points horizontal tool will align one point to another in the horizontal 
direction.

Make points vertical

The make points vertical tool will align one point to another in the vertical 
direction.

Move selected points

The move select points tool will move the selected points as a group.  This is 
useful to stretch one side of the design.

Make tangent

The make tangent tool to used to make an endpoint tangent to its adjoining lines 
or curves.

Add tangents to all curves

The add tangents to all curves tool is used to make all endpoints tangent to its 
adjoining lines or curves.

Remove tangent 

Removes the tangent on the selected endpoint.
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Add anchor

Adds an anchor on the selected endpoint.  Anchors are used to anchor the 
stitches to the endpoint.  See the diagram below.  The graphic on the left has no 
anchor.  The diagram on the right has an anchor.

Remove anchor

Removes the anchor on the selected endpoint.
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Commands – Curve functions menu

Align Curve in X

The align curve in the x tool will align one curve to another in the x direction.

Align Curve in Y

The align curve in the y tool will align one curve to another in the y direction.

Align Curve in XY

The align point in the xy tool will align one curve to another in the  x and y 
direction.

Align Curve to Grid

The align curve to the grid tool will align one curve to the grid.

Space Curves Equally

The space curves equally function will space the selected curve equally in one of 
three ways, horizontal, vertical or both.

Mirror Curve in X

The Mirror curves in the X will mirror a curve about a point in the X.  Two points 
are selected for this operation: one point on the curve to mirror and the center 
point of the mirror operation.

Mirror Curve in Y

The Mirror curves in the Y will mirror a curve about a point in the Y.  Two points 
are selected for this operation: one point on the curve to mirror and the center 
point of the mirror operation.

Mirror curve about two points

The Mirror mirror curve about two points will mirror a curve about a two points.  
Three points are selected for this operation: one point on the curve to mirror and 
two points that define a line to mirror around.

Rotate 90

Rotate 90 tool will rotate the clicked curve 90 degrees clockwise.
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Rotate 180

Rotate 180 tool will rotate the clicked curve 180 degrees clockwise.

Rotate 270

Rotate 270 tool will rotate the clicked curve 270 degrees clockwise.

Rotate at this angle

Rotate at this angle tool will rotate the clicked curve at then angle entered 
clockwise.

Rotate using two points

Rotate using two points tool will rotate the curve about and anchor point using a 
rotation handle.

Scale this Amount 

The Scale this amount will scale the curve the amount enter either about the 
curves center or the origin.

Scale using two points

The scale using two points command will scale the curves about an anchor point 
using a scale handle.

Swap Inside and Outside Satin Lines

Swap Inside and Outside Satin Lines will swap the lines so that the stop and start
point of the graphic flip from one side to the other.
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Commands – Curve modifications menu

Add Line Before

The Add Line Before will add a line before the clicked point.

Add Line After

The Add Line After will add a line after the clicked point.

Add Curve Before

The Add Curve Before will add a curve before the clicked point.

Add Curve After

The Add Curve Before will add a curve after the clicked point.

Turn Curve into Line

The Turn Curve into Line tool with turn the curve between to selected endpoints 
into a line.

Turn Line into Curve

The Turn Line into Curve tool with turn the line between to selected endpoints 
into a curve.

Delete End Point

The Delete End Point tool will delete the clicked endpoint which will result in the 
line or curve to be deleted as well.

Add new End Point 

The Add new End Point tool will add a new endpoints at either a percentage 
point along the curve or at the spot where the curve is clicked.

Join Curves

The Join Curves tool will join two curves together to make them one.  The 
endpoint of the first curve is connected to the start point of the next curve.  A line 
will be used if they are far apart.  If they are close the endpoint and start point will
be merged.
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Split Curves

The Split Curves tool will split the curve into two curves at the point clicked.

Split Curves at new point

The Split Curves at new point tool will split the curve into two curves at any 
position along the curve.  This position does not have to be an endpoint.

Clip graphic

The Clip Graphic tool will allow you to separate parts of a graphic from each 
other.  It is useful when importing designs that you want to separate. To use it 
draw a graphic around the portion you want to clip of another graphic.  Then use 
the tool by selecting the item you want to clip and then the clipping graphic.  The 
items inside the clipping graphic will be the only ones left.
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Offset Curve

The Offset Curve tool will open the following dialog.

Offset – then offset in tenths of a mm.

Inside – Will place an offset curve on the inside of a curve.

Outside – Will place an offset curve on the outside of a curve.

Both – Will place two offset curves one on each side.

Preview – Shows how the lines will drawn 

Add One – Will place one line down, further presses will place another line offset 
from the previous one placed.

Note:  The inside and outside is determined by how the points are placed in the 
original curve.  Points are assumed to be placed in a clockwise direction.  
Counter clockwise direction placement will flip the inside and outside.
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Transform 

The transform tool will allow you to transform the same object into a different 
shape or size.  The transform creates several copies of the shape as it is being 
transformed into the other shape.  The two shapes should be derived from the 
same shape.  Draw the graphic you want.  Copy it.  Using the copy change it as 
desired.  Select the original and the copy and choose the transform tool.  The 
following dialog will be presented.  Enter the number of copies for the transform 
and press “Preview”.  If you want to change the number of copies enter a new 
number and press preview.  Once satisfied press “OK”.
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Create Linear Pattern From Selected Object

The Create Linear Pattern From Select Object tool will open the following dialog.

The dialog has two directions that can be set, the number spacing and angle will 
determine the patterns spacing and direction.

This button will put appropriate angles in the two directions so a rectangular 
pattern is formed.

This button will put appropriate angles in the two directions so a diamond 
pattern is formed.

Preview – Shows how the pattern will be drawn 
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Create Circular Pattern From Selected Object

The Create Circular Pattern From Select Object tool will open the following 
dialog.

Center – When the dialog is set to center items will be patterned about the point 
indicated in the Center box.  You can type the value in or used the “Choose 
point” feature to select a location using the mouse.

Arc – When the dialog is set to Arc the object is patterned about a radius that is 
projected from the object at the start angle indicated.  For example if the radius is
set to 100 and the angle set to 90 the rotation center point would be 100 down 
form the objects center.

Step – Determines how many objects are patterned trough what total angle.

Preview – Shows how the pattern will be drawn 
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Add Hole

The Add Hole tool will add holes to parent objects, it only used with fills.

Remove Hole

The Remove Hole tool will remove a hole form a parent object.

Add Graphic

The Add Graphic tool will add graphic to parent objects to create a larger object, 
it only used with fills..

Remove Graphic

The Remove Graphic tool will remove a graphic form a parent object.

Add emboss or motif

The add emboss or motif tool will add s graphic to parent objects to create an 
emboss in a fill or add a motif to a motif fill.

Remove emboss or motif

The Remove emboss or motif tool will remove a graphic form a parent object..

Add object

The add object tool will add an embroidery object to a parent object.

Remove object

The Remove object tool will remove an embroidery object from a parent object.

Add Underlay or Start Path

The Add Underlay or Start Path will add another graphic to a graphic to be used 
as the path to get to the graphic.  If drawn in a appropriate pattern it can serve as
an underlay.

Remove Underlay or Start Path

The Remove Underlay or Start Path tool will remove the Underlay or Start Path 
form the parent graphic.
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Add End Path

The Add End Path will add another graphic to a graphic to be used as the 
path after the graphic is stitched.  It can be used to move the endpoint of the 
design.

Remove End Path

The Remove End Path tool will remove the End Path form the parent graphic.
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Fills
Fills are used to fill in large areas of your design.  They can have a pattern or a 
simple weave.

Just like any other object in EmbroideryWare you create a fill by first creating a 
shape with lines and curves.  

After your draw your shape your change the Stitch type to “Fill” and you have a 
the following set of options under the “fill” category in the object browser. 

Editing fill order

When you create a fill it will be divided up into sections that can be stitched out 
without jump lines. This will be automatically done.  If the fill is simple like a circle
or square it will only have one section.  If it is more complicated it will have more 
than one section as shown below. 
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This fill has three sections labeled section 0, 1 and 2.  Also the start and stop of 
each section is indicated with a S for start and an E for end.  The automatic fill 
feature of EmbroideryWare determined the order, direction and start paths need 
for each section so that jump lines were not created.

If you want to edit this you can edit the fill order of the fill by selecting 
“EditFillOrder” in the property explorer.

The following will be displayed.

Currently “Auto” is selected.  Switch to “Manual” and answer “No” to the following
message box.
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This will put the dialog into manual mode with the default ordering, with no 
directions or start paths set.  Sometimes it is better to order the sections yourself.
You can control exactly how the fill is filled.

Notice everything is going from left to right.  Press the “Forward” button for 
section 0 under “fill direction” and notice how the fill goes from right to left. The 
button also changes to “Reverse”.
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Press the “Start end direction” button and notice how the start and end points 
switch as shown below.  This is especially useful if the end point of your section 
is on the same side as the start point of the next section.

If you press the “add” button under “start paths” the dialog will disappear so that 
you can draw a start path.  Just click the points you want leading up to the 
section you want to add a stat path to.  The picture below has a start path from 
the right going to the start of section 0.  Notice how the start of the graphic now is
on the right, indicated by the green box.
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The previous graphic had the graphic order as 0, 1, 2 some graphics you will 
want to change the order.  The graphic below is an example.  Notice that the 
order in this case is sections 1, 6, 2, 0, 3...

The order is changed by selecting the section number in the edit fill order dialog 
and using the red arrow keys to move it up or down in the list.  Once you are 
satisfied press “Update” to commit the change.  Notice also how the start and 
end directions are set.
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Underlay
Underlay is the most important thing you need to use to make your designs turn 
out the best.  It is the foundation of your embroidery.

Satin stitch underlay

The most common underlay for satin columns is just another column underneath 
it at a larger satin spacing. To do this copy and paste the top stitches column in 
the same location as the previous column. “See edit/copy… paste to the same 
location”

Using the pasted column change the satin spacing to something much larger like 
20 to act as the underlay.

Reorder the columns so this new “underlay column” is before your top stitches.

Currently both columns have the same start and stop position. You will want to 
change the point order to get the underlay to stitch from the direction you want. 
The top stitches should have the opposite point direction. “See edit/point order”

Use the stitch out simulation feature to see what it looks like. You will see the 
underlay stitch first and then the top stitches. If this is not the case reorder the 
point order as needed.

These are two separate objects and it’s fine to keep them like this but you might 
want to embedded the underlay into the top stitches object.

This can be done by first selecting the underlay column and then select “copy the
stitches” from the “edit” menu. Copy stitches will only copy the stitches from the 
underlay column not the column itself. These stitches can now be pasted to form 
another graphic object in the same location by selecting “Paste stitches to new 
path at the same location”.  The result is a AsDrawnSingle with the stitches being
the path design points.  You can now delete the original underlay column.

Select the top stitches column and the new underlay AsDrawnSingle graphic.  Go
to the curve modification menu and click “add underlay”. Click any point on the 
original top stitches satin column. Then click any point on the AsDrawnSingle 
graphic. You will now only have one graphic with the underlay embedded in it

Important: When you paste stitches to a new path and AsDrawnSingle stitch type
is set. Underlay can only be AsDrawnSingle stitch type.

Now that the underlay is embedded in the object it can be scaled, moved, rotated
and the underlay will be transformed as well. You can modify individual points in 
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the object but the top stitches and the underlay stitch are separate so if you 
change one the other is not automatically changed.  Keep this in mind when 
creating underlay. Because of this you will probably want to create this as a last 
step of your design.

Running stitch underlay

Sometimes you don’t really need to do a zigzag underneath, instead you can just
do a running stitch underlay. This is very common for very small satin columns.  
To do this select the top stitches, copy and then paste in same location. Using 
the new new satin column created change the stitch type to single.

Then just like above, copy stitches, paste to new path at same location and add 
underlay to the top stitch object.

Fill underlay

For fill underlay we can just draw running stitches in some pattern all over the 
area of the fill or we could use a second fill.  The underlay fill should be of 
coarser spacing and at an angle 90 degrees to the top fill. Also the underlay fill 
should be slightly smaller  than the top stitches fill so that no underlay shows 
through.

Draw your top fill shape but don’t change it into a fill yet. Select the shape and 
offset it 5 using the offset dialog under the curve modification menu.

The offset dialog has several buttons. One is inside and one is outside. Select 
inside and enter 5 for the offset. Press preview and make sure the offset is on the
inside. If it not select outside and preview. Once you have it in the direction you 
want press OK. A second graphic will be created.

Select only the underlay graphic. Select the “fill underlay” under the quick menu.

Select only the top stitches graphic. Select the “fill top stitches” under the quick 
menu.

What the quick menu did is make a underlay fill at 135 degrees with a coarse 
spacing and a top stitches fill at 45 degrees with a .2mm spacing.

Important: Note where the stop and start points are in each graphic. You might 
want to draw another graphic that is a running stitch to connect the two.

Now that you have drawn the connecting running stitch between the underlay fill 
and the top stitches fill, select the underlay fill and running stitch. Select copy 
stitches, then paste stitches to new path same location.  Add this resulting 
graphic to the top stitches fill as an underlay.
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Fill underlay using automatic filled sections

The other way you can do this you can use the automatic features of fill. Using a 
automatic the fill as underlay is sometimes more desirable because when objects
are scaled they’ll automatically update.

Create two fills like done previously. Open the section ordering dialog for the top 
stitches fill and select “previous start path” check box. Click “Update”.  An 
automatic path will be drawn from the previous underlay fill.

This will only work if this previous graphic end point is within the top stitches 
graphic if. If it’s outside it won’t be able to find. The underlay fill always needs to 
be smaller than the top stitches for this feature to work.

You will want to keep both the underlay and the top stitches together when you 
move, size or rotate them.   You can do this by grouping them together.

Important: Sometimes when the object gets too small you find that the fill might 
not update as you like. Changing the fill angle can help you find a solution.  Also 
the section ordering dialog has an automatic angle changing function to help.
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Motif fills
Motif Fills are used to fill in large areas of your design with a pattern.  They are 
very different from normal fills.  It is possible to make them very similar if the 
pattern is closely spaced.

Manual motif fill

First we will cover manual motif fills.  Manual motif fills are made by adding 
graphics to another object using the add emboss motif tool. 

The graphics can be any type that you want.  Most commonly they are graphics 
with a stitch pattern, but they can be fills, satins, lettering etc.

First draw a circle and set it to “MotifFill”.

 Next draw any graphic you want.  In this case we just drew a zig zag set of lines.
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Select the add emboss or motif tool.

Click on the graphic thumbnail 1 to select the motif fill, click on graphic thumbnail 
2 to choose the motif. In this case it just one graphic object. Congratulations! you 
created your first motif fill.  Notice that the graphics are contained inside of the

motif graphic.
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Manual motif fill using patterned objects

Let get more fancy. Let use a stitch pattern patterned several times. Draw one 
line perfectly vertical, use the snap "magnet icon" to do this. 

Now assign it your favorite pattern using the quickmenu. I choose the rope. 
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Now select the graphic object and choose linear pattern under the curve 
modifications menu. 

Enter the parameters in the linear pattern dialog as shown and hit OK 
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You will have the following. Select all and press the plus group button so all 
these ropes are grouped. 

Now draw your motif shape, I'm drawing a heart. Change the heart stitch type to 
"MotifFill" and move it to the beginning of the list. Choose the add motifs tool like 
before. Click the heart as the fill, click the first rope of the group (since they are 
grouped) as the motifs and look that is cool.
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Note there are jump lines between each column. These can be cut or covered 
over with a satin, running stitch etc. Or they can be stitched by setting 
“DrawConnectionPaths” to true.
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Automatic motif fill using stitch patterns

You can see that the manual mode is very flexible but in most cases you will just 
want to automatically fill your object with stitch patterns nicely spaced.  This can 
be done by using the quick menu.

First draw a object, in this case we will draw a simple circle.  Then select motif fill 
under the quick menu .

 Click on the stitch pattern you want to use.  The graphic will be filled.  Play 
around with the angle and gap and you will get different effects.
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If you press the “Set Offset” but EmbroideryWare will calculate the offset every 
other column to get a tile effect.  The two screen shots below show you the two 
different effects.
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Motif fill parameters

Motif fills have quite a few parameters that define what they do.

Manual Motif – to do a manual motif the AutoMotif parameter must be set to off.  
Only the following parameters will be editable.

Alternate Columns – If set to true each other graphic object will stitch in the 
opposite order

Draw Connection Paths – If set to true a path will be draw to connect the 
motif sections.  The stitch length is set by setting the stitch length parameter 
under “Stitches”.

AutoMotif – If AutoMotif is set to true the motif will use the defined stitch pattern 
to draw the motifs.

The following parameters will be editable.

Alternate Columns – If set to true each other graphic object will stitch in the 
opposite order

Draw Connection Paths – If set to true a path will be draw to connect the 
motif sections.  The stitch length is set by setting the stitch length parameter 
under “Stitches”.

AutoScale – This is the same setting that stitch patterns use see the stitch 
pattern section.

Gap – Sets the gaps between stitch patterns.

Angle – Set the angle of the stitch patterns.

MotifOffsetY – Set the offset of every other column of stitch patterns.  Setting
this can create a tiled effect.
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Stitch patterns
The stitch pattern type can create any kind of stitches you want.  It has the ability 
to create some amazing things.  Basically a stitch pattern is a pattern of stitches 
that is repeated over and over along a graphic.

EmbroideryWare has some built in patterns as part of you installation but you can
create your own.

Lets start will using built in patterns. Draw a circle. Select it and choose “Stitch 
pattern” under the quick menu.  The following will be displayed.

Click a pattern and it will be applied to the graphic as shown below.  If you want 
the pattern on the other side of the line click “Reverse Point Order and it will flip.
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Stitch pattern parameters

Stitch pattern have quite a few parameters that define what they do.

AutoScale – If set to true the pattern will be scaled and replicated to fit exactly on
the graphic.  Since the pattern is scaled and replicated the PatternScaleX will not
always be exactly 1 but in most cases it will be close.

PatternFilename –  Is the filename of the stitch pattern.  If you click the 
PatternFileName a button with three dots will show which will allow to open a 
dialog as shown below.  To choose a pattern click the thumbnail that you want or 
you can click the browse button which will allow you to browse to a location other
then the default location for files.  This is useful is you have patterns you save 
somewhere else.  The “Rebuild List” button rebuilds the graphics from the 
patterns located in the stitch pattern folder.
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PatternYScaleStart and PatternYScaleStart – if set the pattern will changes 
based on these settings along its length.  Below is an example of the pattern 
going from small  to large.

AutoScale – If set to false the following settings become available

PatternNumber- The number of repeating patterns.

PatternOffset – The offset from the starting position.

PatternScaleX – the Scale of the pattern in X.
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Object patterns
The object pattern type is used to make embroidery objects follow a line or 
curve.  You first must create embroidery objects.  You then add these 
embroidery objects to the graphic you want the objects to follow along.  This 
feature is really useful for importing lettering from other sources or for your 
own designs to follow the graphic.

The first thing you need to do is line your graphics up to the origin.  If you 
don't do this they will be offset the amount they are away from the origin.   I 
have done this with the imported letters below.

Make each letter an embroidery object by select it by itself and press the 
embroidery object button.

Now draw the object you want the object to follow.  I am going to make an 
arc.  Change the stitch type of the arc to “Object Pattern”
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Now click the on the “Add object” tool.  Click on the curve to add the 
object too and then click on the object to add.  Repeat this for all of your 
objects.  You will have something like the following.  Notice how it follows the
curve.
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Object pattern parameters

Object patterns have quite a few parameters that define what they do.

AddTrimBetweenObjects – If set to true the a stop and trim will be put between 
objects.

FitToLine – If set to true the objects will be scale to fit the line.  Note: If the 
objects are imported it will scale only the points.  If they are created in 
EmbroideryWare they will scale just like other graphics do.

ObjectScale – The scale of the objects.  Note: This is only active when FitToLine 
is false.

ObjectSpacing– The spacing between objects.  Note:  This is only active when 
Spacing auto is set to false.

ShapeObjectType-  None the object just follow the line.  “DistortToLine”  will 
shape the object to the line.  The diagram below shows the two types.  The 
diagram on the right is “None” and the graphic on the right is “DistortToLine”.
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SpacingAuto-  When set to auto the objects are spaced according to “object 
spacing”  To set them to manual click the field.  A three dot browse button will 
show. Press that and the following will be displayed.

To start editing an item in the list select it by clicking on the row the item is in.  
Then you can adjust the following parameters.

Stitched– If checked the object will stitch.  If unchecked it won't.  This is useful if 
you want to alternate colors between objects of another identical graphic.

SpacingX – Will adjust the spacing on each object in the X

SpacingY – Will adjust the spacing on each object in the Y

SkewX - Will adjust the skew on each object in the X

SkewY - Will adjust the skew on each object in the Y

Rotate - Will adjust the Rotation on each object

Increment -  Is the amount each button press will adjust for the SpacingX, 
SpacingY and Rotation.

Update – Will update the design

Stitch order arrows – will change the position of the object in the stitch order
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